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ABSTRACT
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Technology advances mean that we can now gather detailed multimedia traces that model our life activities; these are called lifelogs.
As research began in this domain over fifteen years ago, it was
noticeable that there was little understanding of how lifelogs can
positively impact on the individual/society nor did our research
community understand how lifelogs can be organised and indexed
to provide effective retrieval facilities. This talk will provide an
overview of the outputs of the NTCIR-Lifelog task. The motivation
for proposing the NTCIR-Lifelog task and the progress made by
running this task three times at NTCIR will be discussed along
with highlighting the wider impact of NTCIR-Lifelog in terms of
related benchmarking activities. Finally, future plans for next generation lifelog-related tasks at NTCIR will be proposed along with
a possible roadmap for the future years.
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